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Inspections: 

Business and permit inspections have been going smoothly. 

Permitting continues to be very busy, still averaging 2 every business day. 

Final inspections for BDA system at NMSHS are Wednesday – testing of the system itself and the alarm monitoring system. 

Projects: 

First Due –  

Chief and I met with BCSO and First Due to create a plan to fully implement CAD information into First Due, allowing us to 
eventually get all call information from CAD into our software.  

Phase 1: BSCO is working to create an end-of-call push from CAD via email. This will include apparatus and call times, to 
allow us to complete incident reports and NFIRs reports from within First Due without using First Watch. I’m working with 
the NFIRS folks from First Due to help get this started. [3-4 WEEKS] 

Phase 2: Contract with BSCO’s 3rd party implementer to create a SFTP implementation, which allows a consistent 
“connection” between CAD’s information regarding our calls and First Due. We would be able to see call notes, etc from a 
tablet/phone/laptop from an apparatus on scene. We are awaiting a quote from the vendor. [END OF YEAR] 
 
Wildland Pre-Plans –  

Job Aid: at the printer, should receive by the end of this week. 

Map Books: The issues found with Ember Alliance ended up being rather large, delayed printing, they requested $780 to 
complete the final edits – which Chief approved. They have been working diligently to correct all of the issues so we can go 
to print ASAP.  

Other Activities: 

DFPC came and donated a bunch of fire investigation supplies! I ran into Chief Hedglin at a conference and mentioned we 
could use a hand, and they really stepped up. I look forward to inventorying all the new equipment and logging it into First 
Due. And thanks to Chief Charlie for helping me procure a location to store it all. 

Also, thanks to Chief Charlie for fixing the air conditioning in 5652 for my birthday present, it has gotten quite a bit of use 
already. 

Summer PSA - Cistern Survey 
www.nederlandfire.org/cisterns is up and running, with the help of Sherry, to allow homeowners to document the cisterns 
on their property. Acting Chief Blue Dog was a big hit. 

We’ve had another half-dozen or so reported cisterns that have been inspected by Mandi, Chuck and Bobby, big thanks to 
them for their help. 

Went on vacation for canoeing, camping, hiking, etc with the family. It was great! 

www.nederlandfire.org/cisterns

